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In an epic visualization of the passage from life to death, the first
section of the exhibition featured a tableau of eight life-size bodies
made of plaster, wire, and other materials. Three female nurses dressed
in hospital scrubs served as psychopomps, their clothing and accoutrements littered with shredded medical bills. The effigies Morphine,
Nicotine, and Ifosfamide (all works 2016) seemed to indicate both
earthly and otherworldly purpose. Morphine, for example, was
hunched over in exhaustion, delirium, or sorrow, with two giant
shredded-bill angel wings affixed to her shoulders. As a tender of the
sick, she appeared caught between life and the hereafter. Her colleague,
Nicotine, smoked a cigarette, lost in thought.
The last of the trio, Ifosfamide (named for a drug used in cancer
treatment), was hauntingly propped up like a scarecrow, looming over
several of a second set of figures in the exhibition: the five bright-white
plaster-cast sculptures from the series “The Children of the Moon,”
which presented more hopeful or innocent spiritual manifestations.
With angelic, masklike faces, and concavities where the backs of their
heads should have been, “The Children of the Moon” were delicately
posed seated, standing, or in recline, engaged in childish activities
(closely observing a scarab beetle, catching a moonlike orb, gathering
flowers). Despite their ghostlike ephemerality, they possessed an
uncanny humanity, their glass eyes enlivening serene expressions. The
figurative sculptures were installed around the nine-foot-tall Cry, Baby,
a massive Kleenex box with a painterly floral motif and brand-name
logo on its surface. This densely populated scene contrasted starkly
with the desolate Waiting Room installed in a smaller chamber. An
environmental replica of a standardized medical-center lobby, the piece
was complete with New Age music, houseplants, magazines, tissue
boxes, and a generic wall work that read, futilely, believe, dream,
live, succeed, achieve. Much like its real-world counterparts, the
space was sanitized of emotion, an anxiety-inducing purgatory.
One might situate Davis’s practice in a line of postwar figurative
sculpture that includes the work of George Segal and Duane Hanson,
realists with a keen eye for capturing the prosaic background characters
that populate our daily experience and yet go largely unnoticed. But
unlike these abjectly anonymous figures, Davis’s sculptures retain a
sense of intimacy and kinship with their living models. Perhaps it’s
more useful to recall lessons learned from artists such as Marisol, Alina
Szapocznikow, and Paul Thek. In the work of these artists, the ordinary,
mortal conditions of corporeality—the “stuff” of our humanity, of the
people we know and love—is exaggerated to dreamy, ritualistic, and
sublime extremes. If Davis’s figurative works embody a melancholy
around death, they also navigate the heaviness with hopeful confidence.
And they usefully remind us that when theories regarding mourning or
trauma fail us, we can always rely on stories, the buried inner narratives
that emerge when a painful experience is revisited and inscribed.
—Catherine Taft
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Shezad Dawood
TIMOTHY TAYLOR

In October I went to Kalimpong, a small town in West Bengal, India. I
traversed the snowy peaks of the Himalayas, where I followed the
hulking form of an abominable snowman until he dissolved into iridescent mist. I visited the venerable Himalayan Hotel, once owned by the
British trade agent David Macdonald, with its multicultural decor, potted plants, and Tibetan scrolls. Here, I picked up an ancient manuscript
and, with trepidation, approached a giant bony finger enclosed in a glass
cabinet—the relic of a yeti? As I left the warm, protective atmosphere

of the hotel, I entered a dark cave. I was scared; I met a Buddhist monk.
And then, suddenly, the earth seemed to move, to slide away. I was
floating, suspended in a midnight sky glittering with silvery stars. I had
reached Nirvana.
There is a more prosaic way of describing what I did that day: I was
in London, visiting Shezad Dawood’s Kalimpong (all works 2016)—the
artist’s first immersive virtual-reality (VR) environment. Dawood’s
eponymous solo show also included two bronze sculptures (one of
spiritualist-explorer Alexandra David-Néel, the other of her friend the
Japanese monk Ekai Kawaguchi), six canvases, Tantric Wallpaper
(a black fabric decorated with fluorescent pink halos, mimicking tantric
symbols), and Thongsha Gompa—neon lights that simulated a Bhutanese monastery or a stage (depending on the angle from which they
were viewed).
“Kalimpong” deals, obliquely, with the sociopolitical history of the
tiny hill station of the same name, nestled in the Himalayan foothills.
Located near the border between the Indian states of West Bengal and
Sikkim, it occupied a privileged position on the ancient Silk Road. Its
recent past is less glamorous: It was a battleground for India and China,
the launching pad for the Tibetan resistance, and still harbors separatist nationalist movements. In between, in the 1950s, Kalimpong was
the site of Euro-American spy games and later a counterculture playground (Beat poet Allen Ginsberg visited in quest of spirituality and
LSD). Dawood’s multimedia paintings—juxtaposing acrylic, screenprinting, and pieces of traditional textile (West Bengal is famous for its
fabrics)—enacted these mixed agendas. Perched on Tantric Wallpaper,
the paintings hinted at the interpenetration of the sacred and profane
in Kalimpong’s heady climes. The swirling images of the painting Cave
Variation 1 resemble snowcapped mountains as well as maps. Here, a
dark shape hovers over a sky-blue background, forming a sinister contrast to the gold-flecked brocade nearby. Perhaps the work’s allusions
to the textile trade, shifting landscapes, and cartography evoke the
ephemerality of the region’s borders.
Dawood’s display seemed to play up colonial stereotypes about the
“Far” East: It took us on an exotic journey and gave us a high with
trippy wallpaper and neon lights like those found in Asian-themed
fairgrounds. Yet it also probed ideas of authenticity. When things
looked real in this virtual Kalimpong, they were definitely fabricated.
Visitors’ faux passage through the Himalayas followed in the footsteps

View of “Shezad
Dawood,” 2016.
Wallpaper: Tantric
Wallpaper, 2016.
From left: Cave
Variation 1, 2016;
Cave Interior, 2016.
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of the yeti expeditions conducted in the 1950s by Texan millionaire
Tom Slick. Slick—like the (mythical?) snowman—was famously elusive. He could have been a real explorer. Or his expeditions might have
cloaked CIA espionage. History books provide no clear answers.
Neither does Dawood. In his Kalimpong, a yeti appears amid two kinds
of snow: a simulated blizzard as well as the digitally generated video
static that shares the same name. So the yeti is at his most lifelike when
everything around him appears fake. Nirvana, after all, is a paradoxical concept. If we believe in the possibility of enlightenment, we believe
that what is real about reality is its unreality. We live the dream; we
dream we live.
—Zehra Jumabhoy
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James Richards,
Radio at Night, 2015,
digital video, color,
sound, 8 minutes.
Installation view.
Photo: Mark Blower.

James Richards’s wall-size film-and-audio work Radio at Night, 2015,
shows faces and figures whose identities remain unknown: a pair of
staring eyes in a close-up clip from a vintage science film about a nervous condition that makes the eyes rapidly twitch; a trio of surgically
masked doctors beneath the glare of operating-room lamps; a group of
happy revelers emerging from a masked ball. The many animals we see
are similarly anonymous—never beloved, named pets, but rather a
flock of birds flying in random formation over a rippling sea, a row of
freshly slaughtered pigs hanging bloodlessly in an abattoir, or a heap
of factory-farmed fish being processed on a conveyor belt.
Richards directs our attention not to the singularity of an individual
life but to faceless collectivities. His carefully selected images are
mostly culled from his vast archive of found footage, ranging from
science documentaries to online home movies, French erotica, newscasts, and more. Projected floor to ceiling, these giant clips flow
smoothly from left to right across the screen in evenly spaced vertical
bands—“pumped out,” as the artist describes it—like a kind of machinegenerated visual writing.
This gently rolling, moving-image collage points toward the inexhaustible supply of source material produced by armies of unseen,
anonymous filmmakers. The work’s disjointed pictures are unexpectedly united by an atmospheric sound track that combines a female

vocal ensemble with found noises, all in the key of C minor. With its
strange lullaby and aesthetically pleasing, mostly black-and-white
images installed in a sleep-inducing carpeted room, the soothing Radio
at Night contrasts vividly with the exhibition’s discomforting sound
piece, Crumb Mahogany, 2016—a jarring title that seems randomly
generated from a website like bandnamemaker.com. This stark, imageless installation was set in a large, brightly lit gallery, empty save for six
standing audio speakers blaring toward two rows of hard gray benches
that forced visitors to look at the stranger sitting across from them
while listening to unrelated, if recognizable, sounds: a gong; ocean
waves; whistling; throbbing electronic dance beats; suspenseful, cinematic strings; breaking glass; whispering; a typewriter clacking; a gunshot. Crumb Mahogany’s overexposed space and assortment of mostly
familiar noises seemed a rude antidote to the pacifying, nameless
delights of Radio at Night’s black box.
In the final work in the show, Rushes Minotaur, 2016, tall rectangular light projections showed a changing array of abstract black-andwhite images—mostly close-ups of human skin—that slowly roll over
each screen like slides under an immense microscope. Like his earlier
Rosebud, 2013, Richards’s digital video collages hint at some hidden
logic—such as the riddle that explains Charles Foster Kane’s compulsions. For example, we note the artist’s recurring fascination with geometric patterns in juxtaposition with entropic formlessness. Clouds of
billowing smoke spread before an orderly architectural facade in Radio
at Night, and the sounds in Crumb Mahogany briefly group together
thematically (an ambulance siren, a car horn, screeching brakes) without adding up to narrative order.
At one sudden moment during Radio at Night, we see an unexpected,
color-tinted 1970s-style love scene between two figures beneath a semitransparent sheet. Again, they are unrecognizable, but the image is
romantically lovely—like veiled brides connecting in erotic play, or a
soft-porn depiction of a genderless Adam and Eve in their bedroom Eden.
In the Book of Genesis, God gave Adam the power to name all Earth’s
creatures before finding a companion for him; in Richards’s videos, we
have no power to name anything. Sounds and images wash over us, and
we are straddled between pleasure and powerlessness—a sensation that
increasingly describes the uneasy yet seductive life of our digital age.
—Gilda Williams

Amalia Ulman
ARCADIA MISSA

“On the Internet, no one knows you’re an artist.” These words, written
in 2010 by critic Ed Halter, expressed the identity crisis suffered by
early online artists, swamped by legions of teenage internet virtuosos
whose proficiency with cut-and-paste culture often exceeded that of
most MFA grads. Argentinean-born, Spanish-raised, UK-educated, Los
Angeles–based Amalia Ulman is among those who in subsequent years
carved a role for artists operating in the digital youniverse. In her online
performance Excellences & Perfections, 2014, Ulman fabricated an
idealized social-media avatar by feeding her Instagram account with
staged selfies. These “true-life” pictures chronicled a fictitious life in
three acts: youthful temptress, social-media victim, lifestyle diva.
Ulman’s mimicry of the web’s peculiar contest for the self-absorbed—
sexy, aspirational, objectified, weirdly blank—was pitch-perfect. After
posting this elaborate imitation of life for four months and amassing
nineteen thousand followers who alternately admired, desired, bullied,
and belittled her, Ulman finally came clean.
She’d beaten the web at its own game, emerging among the internet’s
sharpest infiltrators after becoming one of its stars—having her critical
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